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Abstract—We entered an era when the automotive industry is
undergoing a digital revolution. Automobiles evolving into automated movable objects are using artificial intelligence capabilities. In contrast, cellular communications networks incorporate
emerging technologies, such as SDN (software-defined networking) and NFV (network functions virtualization). Sophisticated
software-defined communications networks virtualizes network
functions and paving the way for the new design, monitoring, and
management strategies. SDN is rising towards the application of
load balancing for real time applications due to the heavy load of
data on servers. When there is intra-communication between the
various switches and domains; migration of switches takes place
and the load over servers is imbalanced. An imbalance of the
load will increase the response time and decrease the throughput.
In intelligent transportation systems (ITS) balance on the servers
should be maintained for the network sustainability. To provide
a solution for the requirement of ITS, a dynamic QoS-aware
load balancing switch migration algorithm (LBSMT) is proposed
in this paper. As per the results validated in Python, after
the migration LBSWT has improved CPU utilization, memory
utilization, throughput and response time over server load, round
robin, weighted round robin, LBBSRT and dynamic server
algorithms.

of transportation system with respect to SDN controller is
depicted in Fig. 1, Every SDN controller is in charge of
all the RSUs within its field of view, choosing the RSUs’
destinations and monitoring the RSUs’ operational status on a
regular basis. For instance, whenever an RSU is undermined
or has performance degradation, SDN delegates the RSU’s
function to the nearest RSU or to a virtual RSU [5].

Index Terms—Software Defined Networking, Load Balancing, Switch Migration, Cooperative Communication, Intelligent
Transportation System

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE Dutch Government of Infrastructure and Services,
in collaboration with HERE, launched a way to solve
testing and development in early 2016 and therefore, the
assessment of a ”Cooperative” cellular network named ITS
was initiated [1], [2]. As the ITS is increasing at a very fast
pace, therefore vehicular networks are at the utmost advantage.
These networks are presently facing a significant difficulty as
a result of increased demand for services that make shipping
safer, more effective, less expensive, and more friendly. New
technologies namely SDN [3] and NFV have been added to
the process. The cooperative ITS main goal is to have effective
communication with each other and with the various domains,
this optimizes the modes of transportation [4]. The architecture
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Fig. 1. Transportation System in SDN Controller

Traditional networks must be upgraded to handle the massive amount of network traffic created by the Internet of
Things (IoT). A new form of networking architecture termed
SDN has been presented as a result of the intervention for an
optimal solution to this problem [6]. By breaking the vertical
integration of network components, removing the control
plane from the underlying data plane, encouraging (logical)
centralization of network control, and offering the capability
to design network operation [7], SDN transforms conventional
network administration. In this, the single controller cannot
handle the large amount of load with the increasing number
of visits in the panel. So, to overcome this issue we have
proposed multiple controllers to show the improvement of
scalability and reliability in the control plane [8]. Switches
in the domain interact with the controllers and hosts for the
balancing of load between the various domains. As the number

of visits varies, controllers and hosts in different domains
handle the traffic in the network [9]. Dynamic migration of
switches is a scheme that resolves the problem of imbalance
load and migrates the switches from the overloaded domain to
the underloaded one [10]. The existing scheme doesn’t handle
a large amount of traffic in the domains therefore, in this paper
we have proposed the highly scalable and efficient “QoSaware load balancing switch migration scheme” to achieve the
maximum throughput, minimum response time with maximum
utilization of CPU and minimum utilization of memory [11]
[4].
A. Contributions of the paper
To balance the load after migrating the switches, the main
contributions of the paper are:
1) We have designed the topology for the preliminary
configuration of the network and proposed a topology
for the intelligent communication in ITS, in which
we have purchased three domains (.com, .org and .in)
each consisting of one controller, one host and various
switches.
2) In the preliminary network configuration for ITS, the
load is unbalanced as it shows the number of visits at
time t1. and in the proposed topology two algorithms
are developed: i) In the first algorithm, the imbalance
load is detected amongst the various domains which
depends upon the number of visits and they should
not be greater than threshold value for balanced switch.
ii) In the second algorithm, the load that is detected
imbalance will be migrated to another switch of a
particular domain.
3) A new framework is designed for ITS which shows
the flow of the switches that migrates load from one
domain to another after checking the threshold values
of switches’ load.
4) The performance of various QoS metrics has been
evaluated on the basis of the throughput, response time,
CPU utilization and memory utilization.
The remaining paper is designed as: Section 2 shows the
related work and motivation of the proposed scheme from
the preliminary scheme by designing the topology. Section
3 shows the methodology, framework and system model for
the proposed model. Section 4 presents the validations and
simulations by analyzing the accuracy of the existing schemes.
Lastly, section 5 shows the conclusion of the paper.
II. R ELATED W ORK AND M OTIVATION
A. Related Work
[1] shows the outline of critical information, difficulties,
and possibilities for the telecom industry to enable people and
commodities mobility in ITS. [12] presents the problems to
enable vehicle-to-x communication; for example, connected
automobiles, which would be the first machines to have a
significant impact on millions of people’s everyday lives. We
look at the 5G architecture created with Software Defined
Networking and its function in Diverse Networks in general.

[13] designed an efficient algorithm for the load balancing
switch migration which shows that the protocol used for this
has 25% accuracy in migration time and 10% in migration
buffer size which ensures consistency amongst all controllers.
[14] provides a switch and controller selection method for
switch migration that is based on deep learning. Load balancing reinforcement learning (SAR-LB). The usage ratio of
different sources is used by SAR-LB. Both controllers and
switches can be used as neural network inputs. Switches are
also taken into account as RL agents to decrease the learning
action space while considering all migration scenarios. [15]
provides an SDN-based load balancing (SBLB) solution for
data centers that maximize resource efficiency while reducing
user response time. An application module that operates in
front of an SDN controller and server pools that link to the
controller via Openflow are the components of the current
technique. [16] described in terms of space and processing
power, vehicle energy, and network management and administration, cooperative communication between cars and other
devices poses a variety of issues. Security is a significant part
of the Internet of Vehicles, and it is essential to safeguard
connected vehicles against theft and disasters. [6] new flexible
LB method is implemented that combines the genetic algorithm (GA) with Ant colony optimization (ACO) to boost the
effectiveness of SDN. It takes advantage of the advantages
of GA’s quick global search and ACO’s effective search for
the best solution. [17] proposed as an effective solution to
the problem. When the network size increases, the simulation
results demonstrate that EASM improves baseline methods by
decreasing controller response time by roughly 21.9 percent,
boosting controller throughput by 30.4 percent on average,
creates a stable load balancing rate, and lowering migration
costs and time. [18] designed load balancing approach based
on the prediction that accurately detects overloaded controllers
and chooses target underloaded controllers to move partial load
from one of the overloaded ones. Simulation results demonstrate that EXPRL allows the network to significantly boost
network throughput while also lowering network latency and
migration costs compared to its state-of-the-art competitors.
[19] address the switch migration problem, a heuristic strategy
with solution shaking is shown. Within a search strategy,
shift and swap actions are included. Every action is assessed
in terms of how beneficial it’ll be to both immigration and
outmigration control officers. When contrasted to some of the
most recent methodologies, the experimental results suggest
that the proposed methodology can outperform state-of-theart methodologies and enhance load balancing results by up
to 14 percent in specific cases. black The comparative analysis
of existing load balancing algorithms have been explained in
Figure I:
black Our proposed scheme is
1) We have proposed 3 domains and each domain consists
of 1 controller, 1 host switch, and various switches.
2) Load of all the domains is balanced by migrating the
switches from the heavily loaded domain to the lightly
loaded domain.
3) The switches are assigned the weight in Kbps, and the

TABLE I
C OMPARATIVE A NALYSIS OF VARIOUS LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHMS
Author
Name
/
Year
[20] / 2018

Proposed Technique

Parameters

SDN Controller

Topology

Advantages

Limitations

Online
Controller
Load Balancing

Response time, Number of
switches migration, Standard deviation

NOX Controller

Fat-tree (number
of switches=320,
controllers=6)

[21] / 2018

SMCLBRT, a load
balancing strategy of
multiple SDN controllers based on response time

Controller loads, Load ratio, Number of switches
migration

SDN
multiple
controller loadbalancing

load-balancing
framework based
on SMCLBRT

exploring the response diversity of different flow
requests to design a more
scalable control plane.
Better balancing approach
of multiple overloaded
controllers by considering
the migration cost.

[22] / 2018

Wardrop
LoadBalancing algorithm

Throughput, average latency

Open daylight

[23] / 2019

Dynamic fractionallevel assignment and
heuristic algorithm

average number of iterations, average coefficient
of variation, average minmax

number
of
controllers=6 and
switches=24

[24] / 2020

experience
and
prediction based load
balancing strategy

average
controller
throughput,
percentage
of cascaded migration,
average cost of load
balancing

Floodlight

B-cube(4,1)

[25] / 2020

Efficient, failure Resilient, and Consistent
load migration protocol

Buffer size, protocol running time

Three controllers
(C0, C1, and C2)
connected to 15
switches

ERC
network
topology

minimize
the
average
controller
response time
Achieves
load
balancing
of
multiple
SDN
controllers
effectively and
quickly
Dynamically
balancing
the
requests
of
the
switches
among the SDN
controllers
to
avoid congestion
increases
the
load
balancing
accuracy slightly
and at the same
time
improves
the
mapping
stability
significantly
high
network
throughput
at
the cost of much
reduced
load
information
message
exchange
liveness, serializability and safety
along with consistency and failure resiliency

threshold value is fixed. E.g. let’s suppose the threshold
value is 40. Now we need to check if the weight of
switches is greater than 40, then migrate that switch to
make the particular domain balanced.
4) Computation of the domain is done in both ways: Intra
domain and Inter-domain. Later, we need to calculate
the distance between switches and controllers.
5) The QoS metrics based on Throughput, Response time,
Average CPU utilization, and Average Memory utilization are analyzed for optimization through the new
algorithm.
black

Design of a migration protocol for the fractional
switch migration, a network state synchronization paradigm.

Number of cascaded migrations and overloaded
controllers.

Specific controller acts as
the coordinator for such
scheduling tasks trying to
utilize a series of sequential and parallel switch migrations.

controller loads by moving the switch from an overloaded to
an underloaded controller [28]. Existing migration approaches,
on the other hand, make it challenging to achieve good load
balancing effectiveness and low migration costs.

B. Motivation
Every switch in a distributed controller architecture is managed by a controller in the local domain. Controllers handle
traffic flows, and as the internet traffic rises, the mapping of
flow rules between controller and switch becomes overloaded,
while a few controllers become underloaded [26] [27]. Due
to reduced throughput and lengthy response time, such imbalance affects the effectiveness of the SDN network. Switch
migration is most commonly used to change the allocation of

Improving
the
convergence properties of
the algorithm.

Fig. 2. Preliminary Network Configuration

Preliminary network configuration for load imbalance
(A1)
LoadA1 (D1.com) = 20 + 40 + 35 + 27 = 122 KB/sec
LoadA1 (D2.in) = 37 + 34 + 34 + 34 + 34 = 173 KB/sec
LoadA1 (D3.org) = 23 + 34 + 34 = 91 KB/sec
Average load of D1.com = 30.5
Average load of D2.in = 34.6
Average load of D3.org = 30.3

Fig. 3. Proposed Topology

In Fig 3, the SDN network comprises three controllers,
hosts. The network has 3 different domains namely domain1.com, domain2.in and domain3.org, in which each domain consists of several switches and is managed by the
controller and host [29]. The incoming visits of each switch
are shown as time t1. At time t1, the overall flow rates of
a domain are used to indicate the domain’s load, as well
as the standardized load variance, is used to indicate the
load balancing rate (LBR) as depicted in eq 2, 3 and 4 for
different domains domain1.com(D1.com), domain2.in(D2.in)
and domain3.org(D3.org) respectively in which the overall
load and average load is computed in eq 1:
1
(l1 + l2 + l3 + . . . . . . · · · + ln)
n
T otalload(count) =

n
X

li

i=1
n

Averageloadof Domains =

1X
li
n i=1

(1)

li is the load of a particular switch, and 1/n L1 is the average
load of the switches. More the LBR makes the distribution of
load-balanced.
Pn
1
1
i=1 (li − n L1)
n
LBRf ordomain1.com = q
Pn
1
i=1 (li − n L1)

(2)

Pn
(li − n1 L1)
LBRf ordomain2.in = qPi=1
n
1
i=1 (li − n L1)

(3)

Pn
(li − n1 L1)
LBRf ordomain3.org = qPi=1
n
1
i=1 (li − n L1)

(4)

1
n

1
n

The controllers are initialized with imbalanced loads, the
average load of all the domains and the load balancing rates
of three domains are calculated by using the following:

In the above Fig 2, the underloaded domains are D1.com
and D3.org while the overloaded domain is D2.in. In this,
each domain has one controller and one host which plays three
roles: master, equal and slave [30]. In the master domain, the
controller is required for refining the number of visits sent
by the switches; As a backup, equal and slave domains are
utilized [31]. Each switch is interconnected with one master
and various slave domains. In Fig. 1b the proposed topology
named “QoS-aware load balancing switch migration scheme”
is used. In this, the load of all the domains are been assigned
the threshold values in KB/sec and if the number of visits in
one domain of a particular switch has crossed the threshold
value then the load will be migrated to another switch of
that domain. In case all the visits have been fulfilled in
the domain1.com then the load will be migrated to another
domain2.in and if all the switches have crossed the threshold
value in the domain2.in then the load will be migrated to
domain3.org. black
In this, the load in D2.in of switch S5 in Fig 2 has been
migrated to the D3.org i.e 34 in Fig 3, as the D2.in was
overloaded in the preliminary. After the switch migration is
done, the load of the domain and average load is computed
as:
QoS-aware
load
balancing
switch
migration
(QOSALBSM) scheme
LoadA1 (D1.com) = 20 + 40 + 35 + 27 = 122 KB/sec
LoadA1 (D2.in) = 37 + 34 + 34 + 34 = 139 KB/sec
LoadA1 (D3.org) = 23 + 34 + 34 +34 = 125 KB/sec
Average load of D1.com = 30.5
Average load of D2.in = 34.7
Average load of D3.org = 31.2
The number of visits that are expected to be in three
different domains for switches is shown in Table II at time
t1.
black The comparison and contrast of two different scenarios are discussed in Table III which shows the preliminary
network configuration for load imbalance and the proposed
scheme improves the balancing of load and average load of
all the domains. The table III intimates the switch migration
to improve the performance of the domains which describes:
migration of switches, the effectiveness of the interaction between the various domains and evaluates the switch migration.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this section, the notations are used for the designing of
the proposed scheme for reliable and effective load balancing.
The topology of SDN consists of the graph G which has

TABLE II
N UMBER

Switches
Number
of
Visits
(KB/sec)

S1
20

S2
40

OF VISITS OF A PARTICULAR SWITCH IN THE DIFFERENT DOMAINS

S3
35

S4
27

S1
37

TABLE III
C ONTRAST BETWEEN TWO DIFFERENT SCENARIOS
Domains
(KB/sec)

Preliminary
Network
Configuration

Domain1.com
Domain2.in
Domain3.org
Average load of
Domain1.com
Average load of
Domain2.in
Average load of
Domain3.org

122
173
91
30.5

QoS-aware load
balancing
switch
migration
122
139
125
30.5

34.6

34.7

30.3

31.2

S2
34

•

•

S3
34

S4
34

S1
23

S2
34

S3
34

S4
34

Theory 3: One controller and one host have been assigned to one domain with several switches, in which
overloaded domain will serve as master and the other
will serve as slaves.
Theory 4: All the domains cannot be said to be overloaded at the same time t1.

A. Proposed Methodology
We devise a modest but efficient method for determining if
the controller loads in the network are balanced is shown in
eq 5 to 7.
D1.comL1 =

n
X

li

(5)

i=1

vertices V and links between controller, host and switches;
E i.e. G =< V, E >, D1.com →S1, S2, S3, S4;D2.in →S1,
S2, S3, S4;andD3.org →S1, S2, S3, S4.
The domain’s load is highly dynamic. Each domain has one
controller which handles the load of the switches and one
host which communicates with the switches for the migration
process and various switches that are controlled by a domain.
The overall framework of the proposed scheme is shown in
Fig 4 which explains and computations of domains load which
results in various network overheads are given below:

D2.inL2 =

Some theories have been framed while defining the proposed scheme:
• Theory 1: To balance the load of the domain in the
control plane, the SDN network can allow the switches
to migrate from one domain to another domain.
• Theory 2: If the particular switch has chosen to be
migrated, then the switch that is migrated cannot return
to the previous domain until and unless the new domain
has finished the process.

lj

(6)

j=1

D3.orgL3 =

n
X

lp

(7)

p=1

Step 1: The matrix is developed for the domains load is
defined in eq 8 as
di (Li , Lj ) =

di(L1,L1)
Di n ∗ n = di(L2,L1)
di(L3,L1)

Fig. 4. Framework of QoS-aware load balancing switch migration scheme

n
X

di (Li )
di (Lj )

di(L1,L2)
di(L2,L2)
di(L3,L2)


di(L1,L3)
di(L2,L3) 
di(L3,L3)

(8)

where di (Lm , Ln ) is the distance between the three domains, to evaluate the distance between the domains, the
estimation of threshold values for different domains and trigger
factor are calculated in eq 9 and eq 10 respectively:
black
maxDin∗n − minDin∗n
T hreshold, T =
(9)
maxDin∗n
Where maxDin∗n is the highest load on the particular domain
and minDin∗n is the minimum load on that particular domain.
black
ϕi(mn) = |di(Lm ,Ln ) –di(Ln ,Lm ) | > T
(10)
where ϕi(mn) is the trigger factor set. If the trigger factor
set is greater than the T then the detection of imbalance load
occurs means a particular switch of the domain has crossed
the threshold value and therefore, that particular switch should
be migrated. Let’s take an illustration to detect the imbalance
load among the domains from our proposed scheme. In Fig.
1b we have L1 = 122 KB/sec, L2 = 139 KB/sec and L3 = 125

KB/sec, now we calculate the distance between the domains
in the formof a given matrix in eq 8:

di(L1,L1) di(L1,L2) di(L1,L3)
Di3∗3 = di(L2,L1) di(L2,L2) di(L2,L3) 
di(L3,L1) di(L3,L2) di(L3,L3)

1.0 0.8 0.9
= 1.1 1.0 1.1
1.0 0.8 1.0
1.1–0.8
1.1

= 0.2; therefore T = 0.2 and
black Where T =
ϕi (12) = |0.8–1.1| > 0.2 ⇒ 0.3¿0.2 ⇒ load imbalance, is
detected which means migration of the particular switch is
required. Hence justified. black

balancing rate and migration cost by examining and evaluating
the scenarios in motivation as discussed in section 2. The
algorithm for the migration of switches is described in table V
and VI:
TABLE V
I NTER D OMAIN S ELECTION
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

B. Algorithm for detecting the imbalance load for intradomain
In this section, the algorithm is described for imbalanced
load among the domains. Firstly, we will check the threshold
values of the switches in all the domains, secondly, for each
domain lets say for domain1.com the load of S1 is 40 and S1
has completed with the 40 visits in the domain1.com and if
41 load visits the dashboard it will generate the overloaded
switch of the domain. For this, we will compute the matrix
Din*n and the distance between the various switches. Thirdly,
the trigger factor set will be checked for different switches and
then make a comparison with the threshold value. The trigger
factors which cross the threshold value will be inserted into
the new trigger factor set. The algorithm for the same has been
shown in below-given table IV.
TABLE IV
D ETECTING

THE IMBALANCE LOAD FOR INTRADOMAIN

Input: SDN Network G =< V, E >
Output: Set Trigger Factor Set T RFi for all domains
Begin:
1
for each domain i ⇒ domain n
2
for each controller in domain i
n
3
get Ldn
i (Sm ) and distd i (Sm , Sn )
4
construct matrix Din∗n and compute T
5
while(Di(n∗n) = ϕ)
6
compute δi (mn)
7
if(δi (mn) > T )
8
detect load imbalance
9
Add δi (mn) to set TRF i
10
end if
11
Din∗n = Din∗n − distd (Sm , Sn ), distd (Sn , Sm )
12
end while
13
end for
14
end for

The complexity for the load imbalance detection is O(n2 ),
where O is big O notation and n is the number of domains.
C. Layout of migration of switches
To balance a load of a particular domain fastly, we set
the overloaded domain as the migrating domain. As per the
distance between the inter domains and intra switches, we
have calculated the trigger factor between all the domains.
Therefore, we obtain the di (Li) > di (Lj) and then set Li as
the migrating switch. We can discover that migration switch
and inter domains selection have a significant impact on load

for each domain distdi = n
while (TRFn
i ϕ)
select δi (mn)f romT RFi
if Ldi (Sm ) > Ldi (Sn )
Add Smi intoCmi
end if
T RFi = T RFi − δi (mn)
end for

TABLE VI
I NTER -S WITCH S ELECTION
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Procedure: Intra Switch Selection
Get migration efficiency Ti
Compute γSm of each switch managed in Di .
Migrating switches Sim = argmaxγSm
countn
i =0
for each domain Din
for each switch Sin
if Ldi > T
counti = counti + 1
end if
end for
for count = i to n
if (counti == 0)
if (counti+1 0)
migrate Ldi f romDi toDi+1
else
goto: Intra Switch Selection procedure
end if
end if
end for
end for

The complexity of the inter-switch selection is O(n2 ). Thus,
in this section, we will focus on calculating the migration
cost with migration request cost and cost of load change of
domains. There are described terms used for the calculation
of migration cost and LBR:
Description 1: Migration cost (MC): When the switch li
is migrated from L1 to L2 or domain1.com to domain2.in
then the cost of migration will be generated. Therefore, the
migration of switches generates the cost of the network. The
migration cost consists of two parts: a. migration request cost
and b. cost of load change of domains.
1) Migration request cost (MRC): During the process
of switch migration, firstly the switch will check the
number of visits taking place. If the switch has crossed
the load assigned to it then the switch will request the
host and controller for the migration of load to another
switch li . The cost taken to migrate will be termed as
MRC.
n

1X
ti
n i=1

(11)

When the switch li is migrated from D1.com to D2.in
or D2.in to D3.org then the MRC will be computed as

eq 11, where ti is the total load of the switch. In this, we
are taking the fuzzy variable (x): X[0, 1], which indicates
the connection between the switch li and domain L1.
Therefore, we compute the value as Ui /ti , based on the
distance between the domains, where Ui is the used load
and its value lies between 0 and 1. The formula for MRC
is shown in eq 12:
n
n
X
1X
ti ) ∗
Ui /ti
M RC = (
n i=1
i=1

N umberof visitsperswitch ∗ P athl ength

(13)

Therefore, the total migration cost is computed in eq 14
as:
M C = M RC + LCD

M C = [(

n
n
X
1X
Ui /ti ]+
ti ) ∗
n i=1
i=1

[P athl ength = di c1 h1 + di h1 D1 + di D1 s1 ]

(14)

Description 2: LBR between the controllers before
migration between host and domain
This describes the variance of load to evaluate LBR and the
average load of the domain. Before migrating the switches the
LBR is computed in eq 15 to 17 as:
n

ρ1 =

1X
1
(li – L1)2
n i=1
n

ρ2 =

1X
1
(li – L2)2
n i=1
n

ρ3 =

1X
1
(li – L3)2
n i=1
n

(15)

n

(16)

n

(17)

Case 1: After migrating the switches between the two
domains L1 and L2 is specified in eq 18:
n

ρ12 =

1X ∗
[L1 + L2∗ ]
n i=1

L1∗ = L1–numberof visits ∗ P athl ength
L2∗ = L2 + numberof visits ∗ P athl ength

n

ρ12 =

(18)

1X ∗
[L1 + L2∗ + L3∗ ]
n i=1

(19)

L1∗ = L1–numberof visits ∗ P athlength

(12)

2) Cost of load change of domains (LCD): If the migration of the overloaded switch is accepted by the other
switch or domain then the switch load will be managed
by the host and the controller of that particular domain.
This will result in the change of load in the domains and
it is known as LCD. Let’s assume that the load of the
switch is similar to domains load and the path length
from the switch to the domain is calculated in eq 13:

P athl ength = di c1 h1 + di h1 D1 + di D1 s1

Case 2: In case we have three domains, after the migration
of switches the average load of all the domains are specified
in the eq 19: black

L2∗ = L2–numberof visits ∗ P athlength
L3∗ = L3 + numberof visits ∗ P athlength
black
IV. S IMULATION E NVIRONMENT
A. Validation and Simulation
In this section, we will compute the proposed scheme using
the real-time environment. We have purchased one server and
three domains namely qosalbsma.com, qosalbsma.in, qosalbsma.org and used PyCharm community as a coding platform in
which each domain is defined with 4 switches; S1, S2, S3 and
S4. The server is used to test the migration of switches. The
code settings are done on the server. The configuration is done
on the VPS server and vCPU having 2GB RAM, 50GB SSD
Disk, 500GB bandwidth, SSL certificate and a dedicated IP
(internet protocol). The load is handled by the cPanel WHM,
CentOS 7.6 operating system compatible with Webuzo and
cPanel. The VPS performance optimization is done with the
resource monitoring dashboard having a CSF firewall installed
and configuration to be optimized on the webserver and finetuning.
B. Setting QoS metrics
We have used the framework named flask, CSS, PyCharm
and the libraries of the flask. To produce the load to be
transferred and count the number of visits on the switches;
a pusher is used for the simulations. The total load requests
on domain1.com are 122KB/sec, domain2.in is 139KB/sec and
domain3.org is 125KB/sec which is the maximum count of the
load that the particular domain can handle. The throughput and
response time of the scenario is said to be finite therefore, we
define the number of switches to be managed by one domain
is from S1 to S4.
black
C. Comparison between various schemes
To evaluate the improvement and effectiveness of the proposed scheme, we will make a comparison amongst the various
schemes. The various schemes are showing the improvement
of the proposed scheme with Round-Robin, Weighted RoundRobin, LBBSRT, Dynamic Server, GLBA and Server Load.
The given table VII and Fig 5 shows the improvement of
proposed over existing schemes which shows that the response
time of the proposed scheme is 98% effective than the server
load scheme, 93% improved from Weighted round-robin,

TABLE VII
T OTAL IMPROVEMENT OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME OVER
Server Load(%)

Response Time
Throughput
CPU Utilization
Memory Utilization

98
45
14
10

Weighted
Round
Robin(%)
93
17
25
3.1

EXISTING SCHEMES

Round
Robin(%)

LBBSRT(%)

Dynamic
Server(%)

96
23
31
12

96
26
31
14

97
3.6
34
12

96% from Round robin, 96% from LBBSRT and 97% from
Dynamic server; throughput is 45% effective than server load,
17% from the weighted round-robin, 23% from the roundrobin, 26% from LBBSRT, 3.6% from Dynamic server; CPU
utilization is maximum achieved from Dynamic server with
34%; and memory utilization is achieved best with a minimum
number of servers at 14% from LBBSRT. black

Fig. 6. Response Time

Fig. 5. Improvement of the proposed scheme from the existing schemes

D. Performance Evaluation of the proposed scheme based on
QoS metrics
1) Response time of a domain: The minimum response
time taken by the switches to migrate is one of the most
important metrics to evaluate the performance. It is the
amount of time to process the request by the user when
the request is achieved by the client. Long delays can
be avoided in the response time. To avoid long delays
like jitter the load has to be balanced by minimizing
the response time. The response time is calculated as:
the difference between the time taken by the number
of visits of a second switch and the number of visits
of the first switch gives the response time. Fig 6 is the
given graph showing the response time of the proposed
scheme:
The time taken by the one visit of a switch is
2.56seconds and the time taken by the two visits of a
switch is 2.5 seconds, therefore, the difference is 2.56
– 2.50 = 0.06 seconds.

2) Throughput of a domain: The maximum throughput
taken by the switches to migrate is one of the second
important metrics to evaluate the performance. It is
defined as the amount of load that can be delivered
in a predefined frame. Maximum throughput can be
achieved by balancing the load of a domain. In case
one server is overloaded then the throughput will be
affected. As compared to the existing schemes, the
proposed scheme achieves the maximum throughput.
The throughput is calculated as the time taken by
the switch to visit the dashboard. It is shown in the
below-given fig 7: The time taken by the 3 switches

Fig. 7. Throughput

to be visited is 2.48 seconds, 2 switches take 2.50
seconds, 1 switch takes 2.52 seconds and so on.
3) CPU utilization of a domain: This is one of the
essential factors to evaluate the load on the server. We
have considered the utilization of CPU, QoS metric
computes the server’s load. As per the definition, QoS
is used in computing the load on the server, CPU is
not balanced so to balance the load researchers have to
balance the load by minimizing the number of servers
in the cPanel. The below-given fig 8 the utilization of
CPU:

Fig. 9. Memory Utilization

Fig. 8. CPU Utilization

If 1.0 visits are there on the server, the utilization of
CPU is 18.40%; 2.0 visits, CPU utilization is 18.30%,
4.0 visits, CPU used is 18.30% and so on.
4) Memory utilization of a domain: This is again one
of the important factors of QoS metrics for the switch
migration. The load when utilization of memory takes
place is unbalanced on the servers. SDN focuses on the
overall maximization of the load to improve the overall
utilization of memory. As the proposed scheme balances
the load by maximizing the servers and due to which
overall utilization of memory is achieved. The belowgiven fig 9 depicts the memory utilization as per the
number of visits:
In case of 2.0 visits are there on the server, the memory
utilization will be 13.7%; 4.0 visits on the server depict
the memory utilization of 13.4% and so on.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed the QoS-aware load
balancing switch migration scheme to efficiently improve
the throughput, response time, CPU utilization and memory
utilization for balancing the load between the domains for
communication in ITS. The main goal of proposed scheme
is to show the switch migration to find the migration cost
and LBR. In this, computations are done in the both ways:
intra and inter domain where the weight of the switches is
assigned in Kbps and the threshold value is fixed for each

switch and domain. Proposed approach has improved response
time 2 times than server load, weighted round robin, round
robin , LBBSRT and dynamic server; has improved throughput
1 time than server load, 0.3 times than weighted round robin,
0.4 times than round robin, 0.5 times than LBBSRT and 0.06
times than dynamic server; has improved CPU utilization 0.3
times than server load, 0.5 times than weight round robin,
0.6 times than round robin, LBBSRT and dynamic server;
has improved memory utilization 0.2 times server load, 0.06
times than weighted round robin, 0.2 times than round robin,
LBBSRT and dynamic server. These outcomes proves that
proposed scheme is suitable for ITS communication even when
load on the servers is very high. In future, SDN can be merged
with artificial intelligence (AI) to improve the prediction of
QoS metrics of the proposed scheme.
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